e existing dynamic path planning algorithm cannot properly solve the problem of the path planning of wheeled robot on the slope ground with dynamic moving obstacles. To solve the problem of slow convergence rate in the training phase of DDQN, the dynamic path planning algorithm based on Tree-Double Deep Q Network (TDDQN) is proposed. e algorithm discards detected incomplete and over-detected paths by optimizing the tree structure, and combines the DDQN method with the tree structure method. Firstly, DDQN algorithm is used to select the best action in the current state a er performing fewer actions, so as to obtain the candidate path that meets the conditions. And then, according to the obtained state, the above process is repeatedly executed to form multiple paths of the tree structure. Finally, the non-maximum suppression method is used to select the best path from the plurality of eligible candidate paths. ROS simulation and experiment verify that the wheeled robot can reach the target effectively on the slope ground with moving obstacles. e results show that compared with DDQN algorithm, TDDQN has the advantages of fast convergence and low loss function.
Introduction
Path planning technology of mobile robot is one of the core contents of intelligent mobile robot research [1] . Path planning of mobile robot refers to that activity where the robot can perceive the environment and independently plan a route to reach the target based on the information obtained by the sensor. With the continuous development of science and technology, mobile robot is facing more and more complex and changeable environment. e traditional path planning algorithm lacks flexibility and is easy to fall into local optimal solutions, which cannot meet the needs of mobile robots [2] , such as artificial potential field method [3] , simulate anneal arithmetic [4] and ant colony optimization [5] . In response to this situation, deep reinforcement learning has been proposed [6] . Deep reinforcement learning is the new algorithm based on the development of deep learning in recent years. e perceptual ability of deep learning and the decision-making ability of reinforcement learning are integrated by deep reinforcement learning. It is an artificial intelligence algorithm that is closer to human thinking mode, which can better realize the mobile requirements of robots in complex environments. Mnih et al. combined the convolutional neural networks with the learning algorithm in traditional reinforcement learning, and proposed the Deep Q-Network (DQN), which was well verified in the Atari 2600 game [7] . Hado et al. proposed the Deep Double Q-Network (DDQN) which successfully solved the problem of over-optimistic estimation function [8] . When training DQN, Tom et al. [9] used the experience playback mechanism based on priority to replace the sampling method of equal probability, which improved the utilization rate of valuable samples, but required a large storage space. Xin et al. first proposed the path planning method for mobile robots based on DQN [10] . Tai et al. proposed DQN algorithm for path planning simulation of mobile robot [11] , but the DQN algorithm has the disadvantages of overestimation of action value and slow convergence speed. JIE Zequn applied tree structure reinforcement learning to path planning to provide multiple search paths [12] , but the DQN algorithm used in it adopted the same maximum value to select and evaluate actions, which is likely to select sub-optimal actions, so that more actions are needed to detect the target, affecting the final detection results. erefore, this paper proposes a dynamic path planning algorithm based on deep reinforcement learning, namely Tree Double Deep Q-Network (TDDQN). By performing the action of changing the search path, the agent can quickly find an optimal path in the local path region, the path planning results of wheeled robots will be further improved on the slope ground. e actions of the agent will be divided into two groups, in which each group adopts DDQN to select the best action in the current state. According to the state obtained a er the selected action is executed, the previous step is repeated to form multiple paths resembling the tree structure. e feature of DDQN that can select the best action enables the agent to get the candidate path that meets the conditions a er performing fewer actions. Combined with multiple paths of tree structure, multiple candidate paths are obtained, which is more conducive to selecting the best candidate path.
Deep Reinforcement Learning Based on TDDQN Algorithm
2.1. Implementation of DDQN Algorithm. DQN update mode causes overestimation of action values [13] . e algorithm overoptimistically estimates the value of a certain state, resulting in the value of the sub-optimal action is greater than the value of the optimal action, thus changing the optimal action and affecting the accuracy of the algorithm. In order to solve the problem of sub-optimal value when -network is used to select and evaluate actions, DDQN is adopted to improve the probability of selecting the optimal action in this paper [8] . at is, DDQN selects actions through the -network and then evaluates actions through another -network. Assuming that the target value of -network is represented by :
where, is the number of current iterations, is the current state, is the action performed under the current state, is the parameter of the model, is the current reward, is the discount coefficient, is the parameter of estimation network in iteration , and − 푖 is the parameter of the target network in iteration . e target network parameter − 푖 is only updated with estimation network parameters in every step and maintains a fixed value between updates, so as to ensure the delayed update of the target network and the accurate estimation of value. e pool of data sample is expanded by executing the -greedy strategy to search the environment. During the learning period, the random data in the sample pool is used to train the network, so as to eliminate the correlation in the observation sequence and improve the stability of the algorithm. e loss function of DDQN algorithm is:
Description of TDDQN Dynamic Path Planning Method.
In this section, multiple paths will be generated by the tree structure, where each path adopts DDQN algorithm [14] . Figure 1 is the search process of tree structure. In the figure, the (1)
solid line represents the selected global path planning action, and the dotted line represents the local path planning action. e previous two levels as an example, the root node in level 1 is referred to as the current state, or candidate path. For the current candidate path, the two actions with the highest predicted value in the global path planning action group and the local path planning action group are selected respectively, and the two actions are respectively performed on the local navigation area to obtain two current states: le subtree and right subtree, namely candidate regions represented by two nodes in level 2. By analogy, the third level, the fourth level of the tree structure and so on can be obtained respectively.
In the process of executing an action on the local navigation region, the search will be stopped if the reward value obtained is greater than the threshold value . e possible results are shown in Figure 2 , the red line represents the actual path result, the blue line represents the global path planning, and the yellow line represents the local path planning. Figure  2 (a) shows that the result meets the requirements but is not the best result, if the local navigation region moves slightly to the lower le corner, the better path result can be generated. In this case, this path can be terminated, while other paths in the tree can continue to execute until the reward value of each node is greater than . erefore, the choice of multiple paths can increase the probability of reaching the target. As shown in Figure 2 (b), it is difficult to reach the target point in fewer paths. In general, the path with too many execution actions is unlikely to be the ideal path for final selection, so an upper limit value can be set for the number of levels in the tree, so that the search can be stopped as long as the number of levels exceeds , regardless of whether the node greater than the reward value .
In Figure 2 , the red circle represents the robot, the red line represents the actual path result, the blue line represents the global path plan, the yellow line represents the local path plan, and the purple rectangle represents the obstacle. According to the above analysis, the tree search structure is designed in this paper, as shown in Figure 3 . Assuming that the reward values of two branches on the right side of level 3 are greater than , the search is stopped at level 4, so only the le branch of level 4 can continue. By analogy, several local paths will eventually be obtained, the best candidate local path will be found by the non-maximum suppression method. 
Implementation of TDDQN Dynamic Path Planning
Method. In this paper, local path planning is realized through TDDQN. Lidar is used for 360-degree environmental information detection, and the local navigation region is the sensor range. e target point of local path planning is the point closest to the global path at the edge of local navigation region. Lidar dot matrix information and local target point coordinates are taken as the network input, the output is the direction of movement.
Considering the calculation burden and actual navigation effect, the angle resolution is set to 1 degree and the distance limit is set to 2 meters. erefore, each observation consists of 360 points, showing the distance of obstacles within 2 meters around the robot. e local target point is the intersection of local navigation region and global path. If there are multiple intersection points, the optimal point is selected by heuristic evaluation. For the lidar lattice information, the angle and distance can be expressed by [angle, distance]. e rule is made that the angle of the lidar point increased clockwise relative to the front of the mobile robot, so that 360 degrees produce 720 input data. Meanwhile, the relative coordinates of the local target point and the current central coordinates of the mobile robot body [Δ푥, Δ푦] are taken as input. In order to facilitate the design of convolutional network and achieve the output of relative target point network weights in training, the data of 40 relative target points are copied as input, that is, the total input is 800 data sets. e output is a fixed-length omnidirectional motion in eight directions, in which the motion length is 10 cm. e directions are forward, backward, le , right, le front, le back, right front and right back, expressed by 1 -8 , the order is as follows: e design of the reward function mainly considers obstacle avoidance and approach to the target point. e shortest motion path that satisfies these two conditions is the most efficient, and the reward function is designed as follows [15] :
where, is the current position, is the local target point, and represents an obstacle with expansion processing. e above equation indicates that if the agent encounters obstacles, the reward will be −1. If the agent reaches the target point, it will get a +1 reward. In other states, the cost of each movement is −0.01. In order to improve the cumulative rewards in training, the agent adopts the trial-and-error learning method, and tries to reach the target point in a short distance and avoid obstacles. e continuous measurement value received by each lidar detection point ranges from 0 cm to 2 m, which means that the state space tends to be infinite, and it is impossible to express all the states with value. Using the generalization ability of DDQN neural network, the trained network can approach all the states. erefore, the agent can plan appropriate path and reach the target location according to the network weight when the environment changes.
In order to ensure the normal convergence of deep reinforcement learning, the training pool should be large enough to store the state actions of each time-step, maintain the Journal of Robotics 4 designed, in which the size of the receptive field is 2 × 2, the convolution step is 2 × 2, and the number of feature maps is 16, so the size of the output layer is 10 × 10 × 16. e convolution kernel size of the second convolution layer is 2 × 2, the convolution step is 2 × 2, the number of feature maps is 32, and the output size of the convolutional layer is 5 × 5 × 32. e convolution kernel size of the third layer is 5 × 5, the convolution step is 1 × 1, the number of feature maps is 128; and the size of the output layer is 1 × 1 × 128. e three-dimensional structure is then transformed into a one-dimensional vector with 128 elements connected to a complete connection layer of size 128 × 256. e size of the output layer is 8. e activation function is ReLU and the optimizer is Adam.
Firstly, the lattice information of lidar and local target coordinates are obtained. en the current state is entered into the DDQN network. e network selects the best action from two groups of actions according to the current state, and the selected action is evaluated by network. e agent generates a new state (candidate path) a er performing the action and acts as the next node of the tree structure. e above steps will be repeated until all branches of the tree structure have reached the detection criteria or the upper limit of the number of levels in the tree. At last, the optimal candidate path is selected by the nonmaximum suppression method. e implementation flow of selection method of candidate path based on the above model is shown in Table 1 .
e TDDQN algorithm discards detected incomplete and over-detected paths by optimizing the tree structure, combines DDQN method with tree structure method, and selects the best actions in the current state a er performing fewer actions through DDQN algorithm, so as to obtain candidate paths that meet the conditions. en, according to the obtained state, the above process is repeatedly executed to form multiple paths of independent and consistent distribution of the neural network training samples, while the environmental punishment and reward should reach a certain proportion. It is difficult to achieve stable training effect if the sample space is too sparse, that is, the main state is the random motion in free space. For the instability of DDQN training and the sparsity of the reward in the state space, the starting point is randomly set in the circle with the radius of centered on the target point. A small initial value of increases the probability from the starting point to the target point in the random exploration and guarantees the positive excitation of sample space. With the updating of neural network and the increase of greedy probability, value increases gradually. e local space explored by the agent is as follows:
where, is the time-step of the current iteration, when learning the model, the Episode is not the smallest learning unit, but the time-step is the unit to learn one state transition at a time. 0 is the initial value of , is the maximum value of , is the spatial search speed. 1 and 2 are the iteration time threshold, which need to be adjusted according to the training parameters.
In this section, the network structure consisting of three convolutional layers and one fully connected layer is proposed [16] . e CNN framework is shown in Figure 4 . e input layer is a three-dimensional matrix with a size of 20 × 20 × 2, which consisted of 800 vector elements. e three-dimensional data represents the angle and distance of the lidar point. According to the size of input layer, the first convolutional layer is where represents the current state, represents action taken, is the reward value obtained by the current state transition, ὔ refers to the state a er taking action, and is a sign that indicates whether the current iteration era is over. e pool size is set to 40,000 samples. If a certain number of samples are stored in the pool, the network will randomly select samples from the pool for training. In the first 5000 time-steps of random exploration, the network parameters were not updated, but the number of samples in the pool increased. When the sample size reaches to 5000, the network is trained to move in every four time-step. e estimation network was updated by random sampling of 32 samples in small batch, and the target network is updated at a lower learning rate the tree structure. Finally, the shortest path is selected from the plurality of eligible candidate paths by the nonmaximum suppression method. e overall structure of TDDQN algorithm is shown in Figure 5 .
Simulation of Local Dynamic Path Planning
We use the open source machine learning framework TensorFlow to build the TDDQN training framework [17] .
e Gazebo physical simulation engine is used to build the dynamic environment. e mobile environment of the wheeled robot studied in this paper is a slope of 15 ∘ ≤ θ ≤30 ∘ . As shown in Figure 6 , the blue cube represents the dynamic obstacle with a size of 20 × 20 × 20 cm, it moves at a constant speed. e range and direction of movement are indicated by red arrows. e red cube represents the local target locations. Blue cylindrical objects represent mobile robots (agent). During training, the current and target points are randomly generated to ensure the diversity and complexity of the local environment. Two CNN have the same estimation network and target network frame. e network parameters are randomly initialized to a normal distribution, where the mean value is 0.
Training policy is a random variable greed rule. At the beginning of training, the experience pool was updated by random exploration due to the lack of environmental information. e sample includes 5 parts, namely 푆, 퐴, 푅, 푆 ὔ , 퐷 , Step 1 Initialize the threshold value and the maximum level number of the tree, and set the initial level number of the tree as 1.
Step 2
According to the current state, the two actions with the highest predicted value obtained by DDQN method were selected from the global path planning action group and the local path planning action group respectively.
Step 3 e state obtained a er performing the global path planning action as the le node, and the state obtained a er performing the local path planning action as the right node.
Step 4
Add 1 to the number of levels in the tree.
Step 5
If the current number of levels in the tree is less than and there are still branches that are not cut off, step 6 is performed, otherwise step 7 is performed.
Step 6
If the le node's reward value is greater than , it will be cut off, otherwise, the le node will be taken as the current state of its path and step 2 will be executed. Accordingly, if the reward value of the right node is greater than , it will be cut off, otherwise, the right node will be taken as the current state of its path and step 2 will be executed.
Step 7 e nonmaximum suppression method is used to select the optimal candidate path for all tree nodes, thus TDDQN path planning strategy is formed. 
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TDDQN algorithm has faster convergence speed and lower loss function value. Figure 8 shows the training curve of target of 4 Hz, so that the parameters of the target network were close to the parameters of the estimation network, so as to ensure the stable learning of the target network. If the sample size of the pool was up to the upper limit, the earliest sample will be excluded from the pool in the policy of firstin-first-out a er a new sample is added, thereby ensuring a continuous updating of the samples in the pool.
According to the experimental results of simulation, the distance between the agent and the target point is likely to be too large if the position of the agent and the target point is set completely randomly at the beginning, resulting in that the agent cannot reach the target point with a fixed number of steps through random exploration. erefore, in order to ensure the target point is detected by the agent, the initial distance between the agent and the target point is randomly set within the range of , and gradually increase by exploration and training. is process is also a process in which the state of the environment is constantly changed, resulting in a wider distribution of samples, as shown in Figure 7 .
In the process of training, the loss function values of estimation network and target network of TDDQN algorithm are continuously reduced. Compared with DDQN algorithm, Journal of Robotics e path planning of the slope dynamic environment is to navigate without using the SLAM map built before. Figure 11 is the local environment map, on which the lidar can only detect local information in real time, while dark areas are unknown. e agent avoids obstacle by the local path planning TDDQN_local_planner, the starting position is set as the current position of the agent, the target point is set as the unknown area, and the unknown region between the starting point and the target point is regarded as the movable region. e schematic diagram of path planning is shown in Figure 12 . e dynamic slope environment layout is shown in Figure 13 . In the figure, the red arrow represents the global path planned in advance, which is blocked by obstacles no. 1, no. 2 and no. 3. erefore, the agent needs to re-adjust the path to reach the target position without encountering obstacles.
e time series diagram of the path planning of the agent on the dynamic slope ground is shown in Figure 14 . When the agent is 20 cm away from the obstacle no. 1, it waits for the obstacle to move downward. When the obstacle no. 1 leaves network loss function of DDQN algorithm and TDDQN algorithm. Each unit represents the average loss function value for ten periods. Figure 8(a) shows that the loss function value is 10 7 in the initial stage of training, but a er 200 periods of training, the loss function value of TDDQN rapidly approaches the x-axis, while DDQN requires more than 400 periods of training. Figure 8 (b) shows that network of TDDQN tends to converge a er training for 10,000 periods, the loss function value is about 0.25, while the loss function value of DDQN is about 0.8. Figure 9 shows the average cumulative rewards curve. Each unit represents the average cumulative reward per 100 periods. is curve indicates that the average reward increases gradually with the increase of training time. A er 10,000 periods of training, the reward value tends to be stable, and the average cumulative reward is greater than 5.
Test on a Dynamic Slope Ground Using the ROS Framework
In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm in slope environment, a wheeled mobile robot with lidar is adopted to realize autonomous navigation using ROS framework [18] , as shown in Figure 10 . e move_base package in ROS provides users with local path planning algorithm, namely dynamic window method and track-reckoning method. In this paper, TDDQN local path planning algorithm is transplanted into ROS in the form of plug-ins, which is encapsulated in the pure virtual function library base_local_planner of nov_core as subclass, namely, TDDQN_local_planner. e output of the deep reinforcement learning algorithm is the motion in eight directions on the slope, and then maps the motion to the forward and corner motions. Journal of Robotics 8 agent trained by TDDQN can use the data of lidar to perceive obstacles in advance to avoid obstacles and complete the task of path planning on the dynamic slope ground. D * is Dynamic A * (D-Star, Dynamic A Star), a dynamic heuristic path search algorithm proposed by Dr. Stentz of Carnegie Mellon Robot Center, which is mainly used for robot dynamic path planning. is paper uses the dynamic scene shown in Figure 15 to conduct comparison test with D * algorithm. ere are five points on the map: starting point X, starting point Y, target point A, target point B, target point C, and three blue dynamic moving obstacles. Let the agent arrive at the target point A, the target point B and the target point C in turn from the starting point X, and arrive at the target point A, the target point B and the target point C in turn from the starting point Y. Record the time spent and take it as a cycle.
the global path of the agent, the agent moves downward to the right. At this time, the agent is blocked by the obstacle no. 2, and continues to wait for the obstacle no. 2 to move to the right. When the obstacle no. 2 leaves the global path of the agent, the agent continues to move to the lower right. Before the collision, the agent senses the obstacle no. 3 and waits for the obstacle no. 3 to move down. When the obstacle no. 3 leaves the global path of the agent, the agent reaches the destination and completes the path planning. e whole process shows that the Test 100 times with the same step to take the average, and get the time results as shown in Table 2 . It can be analysed from Table 2 that the TDDQN algorithm spent less time from the two starting points to the target points A, B and C than D * algorithm. Since TDDQN algorithm discards detected incomplete and over-detected paths by optimizing tree structure, the time efficiency was significantly better than D * algorithm.
Conclusions
e path planning method of wheeled robot on dynamic slope ground is studied in this paper, and the Tree Double Deep Q-Network dynamic path planning algorithm based on Deep Reinforcement Learning is proposed.
rough learning actions, the agent selects a series of actions according to the current local navigation area, constantly changing its position, and finally reaching the target position. In the initial stage of training, DDQN spends twice as much time as TDDQN to stabilize the loss function value. e network of TDDQN tends to converge a er training for 10,000 periods. e loss function value is about 0.25, and the average cumulative reward is greater than 5, while the loss function value of DDQN is about 0.8. Experiments show that the TDDQN algorithm can flexibly use lidar data for local path planning on dynamic slope ground, and has faster convergence rate and lower loss function value than DDQN algorithm. Compared with the traditional dynamic path planning D * algorithm, TDDQN can quickly select the optimal path through the optimized tree structure, making the algorithm more efficient in time.
In order to better adapt to the complex slope ground, the next step of this paper is to increase the number of moving obstacles and multiple dynamic scenes for simulation training, so that the algorithm has more application scenarios and better generalization ability, and the algorithm will be transplanted to the actual wheeled robot for experimental testing.
In order to better adapt to the complex slope ground, the next step of this paper is to increase multiple moving obstacles and multiple dynamic scenes for simulation training, and optimize the -greedy exploration efficiency of the algorithm. An improved strategy will be proposed to force exploration by adding Noisy Net to the network, which can accelerate the convergence rate of TDDQN. Making the algorithm has more application scenarios and better generalization ability. e algorithm will be transplanted to the actual wheeled robot for experimental testing.
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